Liwetan The 3rd ISSLD


Liwetan telah disiapkan sejak pukul 13.00 WIB. LIWETAN disajikan memanjang dengan menu utama adalah nasi uduk atau Liwet. Menu lainnya berupa ayam bakar kampung, ikan nila goreng, ikan gabus, sayut asem, lalapan, tumis sayuran, gender, kerupuk dan sambal maknyus.
Liwetan juga disertai dengan pemberian ucapan terima kasih kepada para panitia SC dan OC. Panitia SC menerima bingkisan koper dalam bentuk warna warna, sementara panitia OC menerima bingkisan tas ransel. Tas ransel dibedakan untuk panitia wanita dan untuk pria.


**Sekilas mengenai the 3rd ISSLD 2017**

The importance of community participation becomes the key to landscape development today. At the end, academics need to bridge and facilitate the role of the community in order to realize the SDGs and nawacita that can be contained in the form of symposium activities of scientific meetings. This activity is a continuation of the symposium a few years ago, therefore the sustainability of this activity is very important to be managed on a regular basis. Symposium topics will periodically adjusted to the conditions that are relevant at this time.

Landscape development is facing very high acceleration changes, considering the growth and development of a region. As a result of human activities, various negative impacts arose for the landscape development, such as the loss of green open space (GOS) and blue open space (BOS), decreased quality of comfort-related micro-climate, the omission of the potential services such landscapes as well as a variety of others environments problems.

Indeed the development of better landscape is a habitat for humans, vegetation
and animals which are expected every corner of the landscape can provide a situation which can provide security and comfort for the occupants therein (dwellers). Role of Landscape Architecture in the world gives a sense of comfort can be realized with role-participation in giving contributions to the development of a sustainable landscape. Sustainable landscape is a landscape that can provide a variety of ecological functions such as elimination of radiation from the sun, reduce air pollution and at the same time provide a social function in the community and economic function independently.

Awareness of the importance of sustainable landscape development has been proclaimed by the United Nations (UN) in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) program at Goal 11th, namely to make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable (source: https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg11 ). Unlike the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs, 2000-2015), methods and means for implementation SDGs requires citizen and public participation. A way to ensure the achievement entire Goals and SDGs targets are to involve community groups in the implementation and attainment of SDGs (2016-2030) in accordance with nawacita Indonesian nation.
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